You might be forgiven if you have never noticed the Pioneer Palace in Moscow’s Lenin or, formerly, Sparrow Hills (figure 1). You may have dismissed it as just another of those postwar prefabs that reminds you of your high school. Or perhaps you were too busy looking at Stalin’s Moscow University, which looms over it. Yet, when the Pioneer Palace was built between 1958 and 1962, at the height of the Khrushchev Thaw, this modernist box of glass and reinforced concrete inspired enormous enthusiasm. Designed by a collective of young Moscow architects, Igor’ Pokrovskii, Feliks Novikov, Viktor Egerev, and others, in close collaboration with a group of young artists, it was a monument—or rather, an antimonument—of destalinization. It became a rallying point for reformers in the art world who were eager to break down Stalinist cultural dogma and to liberalize and modernize the practices of Soviet visual culture. Looking back from the perspective of the Brezhnev era, liberal art historian Viktoriia Lebedeva described it as “one of the most popular constructions of Moscow, focusing the romantic strivings of art of those times; it was received with loving rapture by artists and critics—but quite quickly grew morally outdated.”

The new palace opened its doors on the Day of Protection of Children, 1 June 1962, when Nikita Khrushchev, First Secretary of the Communist Party, launched a goldfish into an indoor pond. Having taken a trip around the extensive grounds on a mini-railway, he pronounced, “I like your palace. I am giving you my personal opinion.” One of the youngest children received, on behalf
of all the Pioneers and Octobrists, a giant, magic key, “the Key to the Land of Romantics” as the newspaper of the Party Youth League, Komsomol’skaia pravda, dubbed it. “Here it is, the fairy-tale golden key to the palace, behind whose doors a world of fantasy [fantastika], science, and childish joy opens up to children.” More than just a building, it was “a whole town,” set in fifty-six hectares of park—as big as the Vatican and twice the area of the Kremlin, as it was proudly noted. Contemporary reports exuberated: it was the palace of happy childhood, a great box of presents, a gift to children, a dream come true, a city of the future, the City of Happiness, a Pioneer Republic, the Land of Red Ties, and the Pioneer Wonderland. The illustrated news magazine Ogonek, in a rare departure from these common tropes, likened the palace to “a ship under full sail, sailing off into the future.”

The Pioneer Palace had the symbolic task of identifying Khrushchevism inextricably with the rejuvenation of the socialist project and the realization of the happy future through communist education, social and technological progress, and aesthetic modernization. The press represented its construction as a kind of shock work, which, like the promethean industrial schemes of the era, mobilized the masses in communal effort. Inspired by joy and love of children, hundreds of people contributed voluntarily or worked with special dedication. “We are building for the children!” — perhaps for this reason the fitters, stonemasons, welders try to work so quickly and well? While this was, of course, official rhetoric, and many of the tropes that recurred in the reception of the palace should be regarded as established conventions for discussing Pioneer houses in general, at the same time, its conception and reception transcended official clichés. Enthusiasm for the new palace, and the “romanticism” about the future it embodied, to which Lebedeva referred, was a point on which the official visions of the Party and Komsomol converged with the reformist artistic intelligentsia’s dreams of a better, more humane, socialist future. Their aspirations met in a conception of childhood as a distinct and especially happy condition, essentially different from adulthood.

The Pioneer Palace was, furthermore, a landmark in the formation of a modern or “contemporary” Soviet style in architecture and monumental art. This was a central preoccupation of reformist art professionals in the late 1950s. Participants in a discussion of the palace, held in the predominantly reformist Moscow Artists’ Union, hailed it as a reinvigoration of the Constructivist spirit of the twenties, “a benchmark of good (contemporary) taste” and as “such ‘moderne’ as we have never seen.” “What is important,” Komsomol’skaia pravda proclaimed on its opening in 1962, “is the style that triumphs here, . . . which is above all necessary in buildings for children’s institutions, so that our children
feel contemporaneity, see the future, and learn to live as people of the future . . .
it was made by people who are romantics, and this romantic, Pioneer style of life
must splash out over the walls of the palace . . . The palace was made by people
with contemporary taste, people who know how to work with children .”

It is this equation of a modern or "contemporary" style with the accom­
modation of the specificity of children, and the idea that the whole venture was
in some sense "romantic" on which I want to focus in this essay. The unpre­
ceded modernity of the palace, which not only departed from Stalinist models
of monumentality but also went beyond the technologist rationalism, mechanis­
tic functionalism, and standardization typical of Khrushchev-era construction,
was inspired by, and legitimated in relation to, a particular conception of the
specificity of childhood that we might call Romantic with a capital R. Even if
contemporary commentators did not have the historical phenomenon in mind,
their frequent usage of the term can alert us to the Romantic roots of the mod­
ern ideology of childhood that underpinned the conception and reception of the
palace. The composition, furthermore, revived the proto-Romantic tradition of
the picturesque.

The complex is too large and varied for us to explore every aspect of it here.
This essay will first outline the purpose of the Pioneer Palace and establish the
nature and meanings of its location. It will then look at the complex as a whole
in relation to its site and will propose that the designers conceived it in terms of
two mutually reinforcing spatial models, or homologies, derived from the material
culture and fantasy life of ideal Soviet childhood, one related to the home, the
other to nature: the children's corner and the camp. These models allowed the
palace, more radically than almost any other public building of the Khrushchev
era, to break with the Stalinist paradigm of the "palatial" and resume the inter­
rupted project of Russian modernism. In its architectural forms, spatial organiza­
tion, and use of materials, the palace was one of the most thoroughgoing efforts
of the era to restore the spirit as well as the letter of Russian Constructivism,
under the more auspicious conditions of contemporary construction technol­
ogy, as well as to learn from the international Modern Movement. To trace the
palace's patrilineage in Russian Constructivism, the work of Le Corbusier, and
in more recent international developments, such as the freeform modernism of
Oscar Niemeyer, requires a study in itself, however, and this aspect will only
be touched on here.

In order to examine the palace's restoration of modernist principles, this
essay will concentrate, rather, on some of the monumental art that was an in­
tegral part of its internal and external design. Reform-minded contemporaries,
who championed the palace, regarded the synthesis of contemporary structures
with monumental art as one of its landmark achievements and a vital contribu­
tion to an ongoing campaign to differentiate the conventions, or "specificity," of monumental art from those of easel painting. The emphasis on the specificity of different art forms was a key strategy in reformist efforts to destalinize and liberalize visual culture during the Thaw, and to legitimate a selective rapprochement with modernism. Here, I shall focus on one aspect of the decorative program in particular: the way a Romantic conception of the specificity of childhood cognition legitimated departures from Stalinist norms of narrative realism and a revival of modernist devices such as montage.

The Project

The specifications and intended meanings of the palace, whose design the First Secretary of the Party endorsed, were to a large extent determined by the client, the Party's Youth League; it was the Komsomol that put up the funds for this forward looking project, and it remained closely involved throughout. Pedagogues were also consulted regarding their specialist requirements. Even the children themselves had an opportunity to put forward ideas and designs for their palace by means of a competition in 1958.12

The Pioneer Palace was to house the out-of-school activities of the Pioneers and Octobrists, the Komsomol's organizations for children aged seven to fifteen. Far more than just a building, it was an entire purpose-made environment set in expansive wooded grounds and designed to facilitate the socialization and ideological formation of children, their aesthetic and scientific education. It had a strategically important role: to prepare the next generation of Soviet people for self-government. According to Khrushchevist ideology, as it emerged in the late 1950s and was enshrined in the Third Party Program in 1961, the formation of fully integrated, self-regulating, and collective-minded individuals was an essential precondition for the transition to communism. In accordance with the principles of communist upbringing, the work of the palace, as of the Pioneers in general, was to promote self-regulation and mutual help, to temper children's will and physique, and develop their initiative.

Destalinization of the Pioneer organization took the form of its separation from school education, to which it had become an auxiliary in the Stalin period. Beginning in 1957, it placed greater emphasis on the "all-round, harmonious development" of the individual. Although the majority of school children were members, the Pioneers were distinguished from school by an important difference of principle: while school was a state institution, the Pioneers were, in theory, a voluntary association of children themselves. As Nadezhda Krupskaia, whose pedagogical views shaped the Pioneers in the 1920s, had defined it, it was "an organization of children, not for children." This emphasis on the voluntary, self-initiated, and self-directed nature of the Pioneer activities was paramount, shaping
not only the pedagogical approach but also, as I shall demonstrate, the physical design of the palace. As the journal Sem’ia i shkola stated, “Independent action [samodeiatel’nost’] is the basis of Pioneer work.” Adult direction, discipline and interference were to be as unobtrusive as possible. The children were to be “the true masters of their organization.” Thus a principle of child-centered education operated. Children initiated and directed many of the activities and helped younger or less able ones; the motto of the palace was “when you have learned something, teach it to a friend.” Each individual must learn to “take responsibility for working on him or herself,” while the children’s collective should keep discipline within its own ranks, primarily by means of peer pressure.

At the same time, the emphasis on children’s spontaneous action and initiative was counterbalanced by a framework of quasi-military ritual. A central part was played in Pioneer life by symbols, emblems, and rituals, many “critically appropriated” in the 1920s from the Scouts, under Krupskaia’s guidance. These were regarded as a vital means to help children emotionally identify with the Pioneer collective and internalize its aims. The Pioneer organization paid increasing attention to such means of forming young Soviet citizens, beginning in the 1950s; shifting its emphasis away from direct indoctrination, it began to reinvigorate the use of emblems and ritual and to develop new ones.

The new palace was to achieve its multifaceted educational function not only through the activities and rituals it accommodated, but also—importantly for the present study—through the influence of the harmonious ensemble of architecture and visual arts. Its external and internal appearance would educate the children’s aesthetic sensibilities, while its decorative program and spatial organization would convey the dynamic equilibrium between spontaneity and discipline that distinguished the Pioneers. This approach revived a central commitment of Constructivism, social construction: the principle that a well-designed environment could act as a catalyst of social change. Utopian notions about environmental determinism enjoyed a renaissance in this period. As Komsomolskaia pravda declared, “In this ‘house’ the walls will teach.”

In addition to its pedagogical role, the Pioneer Palace had an important representative function, both domestic and international. As the headquarters of the All-Union Pioneer Organization, it was to receive delegations and be a showpiece for foreigners. It thus had to project an image of the Soviet Union as a maternal state dedicated to giving its children the very best start in life. Intourist even ran special tours and buses to take foreigners there.

Plans for a purpose-built Pioneer Palace in the Lenin Hills went back to the 1930s, but had remained unrealized. According to Khrushchev, who was Moscow Party Secretary at the time, the country was not yet rich enough. Since 1936, a prerrvolutionary mansion at Pokrovskie Vorota in the center of Moscow had
served as the Pioneers' headquarters. The radical refurbishment and decoration of the building—under Khrushchev's close direction and with the participation of the architects Karo Alabian, Aleksandr Vlasov, and the Constructivist Ivan Leonidov, as well as of the major theorist and practitioner of monumental art, Vladimir Favorskii—foreshadowed many of the principles applied in the new palace. They conceived it as a bright and sunny place, where children could learn in close proximity to nature even in winter, thanks to an interior winter garden. A combination of pictorial and more abstract decorative elements was to help children learn by stimulating their curiosity. For example, Leonidov decorated the ceiling of the technical block with twenty-two different types of snowflake, with the aim of inciting children to take a snowflake and examine it under a microscope. To go there was to “take a trip to wonderland.”

The 1936 palace conversion was a wonder in its time. But by the late 1950s, with the expansion of the Pioneer movement, its separation from the school curriculum after the Twentieth Party Congress, and the appearance of new demands for spaceage technological and scientific facilities, a move to larger, purpose-built premises could no longer be postponed. Moreover, as new residential quarters mushroomed, the geographic and demographic growth of Moscow made it necessary to decentralize and expand the provision of culture and entertainment. As Mikhail Ladur (a festival designer since the 1930s and editor of the design journal Dekorativnoe iskusstvo SSSR from its founding in 1957 until 1974) challenged in 1966: “Let’s face it, comrades: it is boring in the evenings in our capital. Look at the map of Moscow and try to mark the geography of our metropolitan entertainment facilities. Almost all are in the center. So hundreds of thousands of people live here who in practice have no possibility even to go to the theater because of the long journey.”

Leisure facilities for the young were especially urgent, for the Komsomol identified lack of constructive recreation as a major cause for the spread of disaffection among the younger generation since the war. As Komsomol First Secretary Vladimir Semichastnyi lamented at the Twenty-First Party Congress early in 1959, “The taste of the young is undermined by cheap novelties and shows, and children’s books are too dear, while the parks are not imaginative enough and holiday facilities are too bureaucratic.” The extent of young people’s attraction to westernized youth culture, in particular, had become visible in the context of the Sixth World Festival of Youth and Students held in Moscow in 1957. Not coincidentally, the Pioneer Palace was to be built with funds raised by the Komsomol in a lottery held at the festival.

The chosen location, the Lenin Hills, was a prestige address, a quiet, exclusive district of the city, where many top party officials had their residences. Separated from the city center by the River Moskva, its bucolic wooded slopes
had long been a popular suburban resort, where Muscovites could escape the confines and constraints of the city for the joys of nature and unregulated pleasures. The hills were historically associated with other freedoms, too: the struggle for political and intellectual freedom from autocracy. Here, inspired by nature, the youthful Alexander Herzen and Nikolai Ogarev embraced and swore to dedicate their lives to the revolutionary cause. In the Soviet period this was a prime site, already in the spotlight of architects’ and city planners’ attentions since the 1935 General Plan for the Reconstruction of Moscow (in which Khrushchev had also taken an advisory role). This plan represented the southwest quarter, of which the Lenin Hills were part, as a specially favored realm; it was a gift bestowed on the people of Moscow as testimony of “Stalin’s concern for people.” At the same time it was to be a showcase for the achievements of the Soviet Peoples, a kind of exhibition city, reminiscent of the City Beautiful projects of the turn of the century. Grand palaces would display the cultural and technological achievements of each of the national republics of the Soviet Union. Plans were also already in place to build a new Pioneer Palace here, right on the bank of the river. The dual conception of the Lenin Hills—as a gift demonstrating the party and government’s solicitude for the people, and as a showcase—was taken up again in the 1950s when these plans at last came to fruition.

After the war, Stalin—so the story goes—personally presented the Lenin Hills to Moscow University in 1948 as a reward to top scientists. The new building of Moscow University, completed only in 1953 (Lev Rudnev and associates) was one of his ring of seven High Buildings erected between 1948 and 1953, which represented “the climax of Socialist Realist city planning, genuinely recreating the historic profile of a Russian town at Soviet scale” (figure 2). Built on a promontory above the river, commanding the most semiotically charged axis of Stalin’s city, the great tower of the “palace of science” kept watch over the entire city and dominated its skyline. While echoing the Kremlin towers, which represented the greatness of the mediaeval Russian past, it simultaneously pointed to the glorious future, marking the Lenin Hills as territory for scientific advance, youth, and communist education.

Figure 2: Moscow University. 1953. Lev Rudnev et al. Photo: Susan E. Reid.
Under Khrushchev, the Lenin Hills were, once again, at the center of plans to develop the entire southwest of Moscow. Planners earmarked the region both for new residential districts and for a whole new government quarter that was conceived after the Twentieth Party Congress to symbolize the fresh start on the path to communism. Major efforts were invested to distance the area from Stalinist authoritarianism and historicism, and to reconfigure it in terms of the new, forward-looking, people-oriented, and technologically advanced values that Khrushchevism claimed for itself—socialist democracy, modernity, and scientific-technological progress. While the new regime repudiated aspects of the Stalinist legacy—notably the personality cult, the reliance on terror, and extravagant historicism in architecture—at the same time it set about making good some of the promises to the people left unfulfilled under Stalin. These were to be realized in the Lenin Hills, and in new, modern, and democratic terms. Maintaining the associations with communist education and youth established by Moscow University, the development of the Lenin Hills represented a critical assimilation of the Stalinist past and the consummation of its usable aspects, redeeming the past by reference to the future.

It was in the southwest of the capital that the most visible and widely trumpeted results of Khrushchev’s *ex cathedra* interventions in architectural practice were to be found. In December 1954—before he denounced Stalin’s crimes—Khrushchev had denounced the architectural “excesses” associated with the Personality Cult and called on architects to abandon the extravagance and historicism of the late Stalinist “triumphant style.” Instead, they must develop cost-effective, standardized building types and utilize the latest construction technology and materials. In search of new, functional design principles, Khrushchev indicated that it was legitimate to revisit the example of Constructivism, which had been condemned for formalism under Stalin. The southwest quarter became a laboratory for experimental urban planning, public building and housing construction, which put the new principles into practice. As much-needed homes sprang up, the mythic identity of the area as a gift to the people acquired some substance. At the same time, it became identified with the formation of a modern or contemporary style of Soviet architecture.

The Lenin Hills were, once again, to become a “Land of Palaces.” The lynchpin of the new government quarter was to be the Palace of the Soviets. The design of this palace had been the most important architectural project of the 1930s, when its intended location was on the site of Konstantin Ton’s Cathedral of the Saviour, on the bank of the River Moskva near the Kremlin. The General Plan envisaged it as a nodal point in the creation of the modern Soviet city. The different stages of its design had served to establish the parameters of Socialist
Realism in architecture. The final project, by Boris Iofan and Vladimir Shchuko, was an eclectic structure with a broad flight of steps leading up to a stripped classical portico and a vast, multitiered tower topped by a statue of Lenin. The Palace of the Soviets was never built, however, and remained one of the most high-profile of Stalin’s uncompleted projects.

A new site, in the shadow of Moscow University, was allocated to the Palace of the Soviets in the mid-1950s, and its design was reopened to competition. If the prewar competition for the design of this major edifice had defined Stalinist Socialist Realism in architecture, the two rounds of competitions between 1957 and 1959 played an equally pivotal role in establishing the parameters of the modern or “contemporary style.” The new palace would make efficient use of contemporary materials and technology and should be based on the imperatives of simplicity, clarity, and truth to function. The majority of competing architects conceived it as a crystal palace decorated with vast panels of monumental art. Many looked back across the Stalin years to Constructivist projects of the late 1920s and early 1930s, including the Vesnin brothers’ Palace of Culture of the Proletarskii District, 1931–37, as well as to examples of international Modernism. The favored model, as it emerged from the competition, was the antithesis of its unbuilt Stalinist namesake and also of its recently completed Stalinist neighbor, Moscow University. Against their verticality, monumentality, formal hierarchy, and historicizing bombast, architects proposed a simple, transparent, monolithic, horizontal box of reinforced concrete and glass, with maximally open interiors to allow the free passage of the masses.41

The Palace of the Soviets was abandoned once again. But its role in defining the visible face of Khrushchevism—along with the stylistic parameters of socialist modernity it established—was inherited by the palace for children, a palace for the new generation. Dmitrii Sarab’ianov, an art historian prominent in the Moscow art establishment’s modernizing wing, articulated the significance of locating the Pioneer Palace in the Lenin Hills. The Lenin Hills experience began as soon as one left the old center behind and crossed the river by a new, two-level rail and road bridge, a wonder of modern technology. “When you come out of the [recently opened] metro station, Lenin Hills, and ascend the escalator to the high hill above the River Moskva, you suddenly find yourself in a modern city. . . . As you approach the Pioneer Palace . . . this sense of modernity does not leave you. For all this is made in the 1960s.”42

The Pioneer Palace figured consistently in contemporary discussions as a prototype for the happy future: it was the model not only for other Pioneer houses to be built throughout the country, but for the city of the future, indeed, for the entire communist society that was soon to arrive. As another reformist art
historian, Larisa Zhadova, declared: “The Pioneer Palace is a . . . living model of the new form of communist life being born here.” A time capsule from the future, it would serve as a paragon, amplifying to a national, indeed, international scale the pledge each child made on initiation into the Pioneers: to be a shining example to others. In true Socialist Realist fashion, this utopian enclave was at once a glimpse of the future and a means to bring it into being, to catalyze the eventual transition of the whole of Soviet society to full communism.

The Specialness of Childhood

It made perfect sense that the image of the radiant future should be embodied in a children’s institution. As Zhadova put it, “The society that has undertaken . . . the construction of communism has begun, first of all, precisely with building children’s facilities as prototypes of the cities of the future.” If childhood represents the collective future a society envisages for itself, it was particularly overdetermined in such a future-oriented society as the Soviet Union. By virtue of their youth, children embodied, both physically and symbolically, the radiance, beauty, and joyfulness of the future. Beginning with the revolution, the image of young people had been widely used in Soviet iconography to represent the communist tomorrow. In the 1950s, along with other revivals of the 1920s, youth became perhaps the valorized metaphor of the Thaw, most cogently embodying the Party’s promises of a rejuvenation of the socialist project, of social and scientific progress, and the imminent dawn of communism. At the same time, as anxiety grew concerning social alienation, ideological apathy, and even delinquency among young people, youth also presented a major problem for the Khrushchev regime. The existence of youth as a distinct social group with its own culture, separated or even alienated from adult society by a generation gap, surfaced undeniably as a troublesome social stratification, a symptom of the fracturing of the mythical social and cultural unity that had been axiomatic under Stalin. Children, the youngest representatives of the younger generation, were altogether a safer, less problematic symbol of the future than adolescents.

Childhood has increasingly been recognized as a cultural construct whose definition as a distinct phase of life is historically and geographically contingent. While childhood is not, of course, without biological foundation, like other social categories it needs to be historicized and deconstructed, rather than treated as something essential and universal. Childhood, and generations in general, can take their place alongside gender, class, and ethnicity as a useful analytical tool.
The modern European ideology of childhood emerged in various parts of the continent beginning in the seventeenth century. One dominant strain (important for the present study) originated in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and may be characterized as “Romantic.” The Romantics invested the child with some of their most treasured ideals, envying children for what they considered their easy, immediate access to the world of imagination, their proximity to nature, and their freedom from social convention. This Romantic ideology of childhood found its characteristic expression in the words of Jean-Jacques Rousseau: “Childhood has its own methods of seeing, thinking, and feeling.”

The modern constitution of childhood as a specially privileged and protected stage of life, distinct from adulthood, was also expressed in material culture and the organization of built space: for example, the floor plans of dwellings physically segregated children’s space. As Karin Calvert has argued, the special world adults create for children and the choice of particular styles and forms of child-rearing artifacts and environments are determined by historically specific assumptions and beliefs concerning the accepted place of children in the larger world and what is peculiar to childhood. Of course, they tell us more about the beliefs, values, and desires of adults than about children themselves.

In Russia since the eighteenth century, the ability to provide childhood with its own separate space has been a cultural marker of distinction—a sign of the wellbeing and higher social status of the westernized elite. As Andrew Wachtel has analysed, the myth of childhood as a distinct and especially happy time was canonized in nineteenth-century literature, beginning with Tolstoy’s *Childhood*. In the 1930s, “Happy Childhood” became a pillar of Stalinist propaganda, appearing all the more natural and persuasive thanks to its roots in Russian literary tradition. It was the defining trope of the 1936 Pioneer Palace conversion and of Pioneer houses in general, which symbolized the regime’s commitment to making life better and its love for children.

By the postwar period, however, cultural production for (or even by) children no longer looked very different from that for adults. As Ella Gankina writes in a 1963 study of children’s illustration, books for infants were subject to the same requirements as those for the oldest children—to adhere to standards of “realism” derived from narrative easel painting—so that they all descended to the lowest common denominator of naturalistic illustrations for grown-ups. By the mid-1950s, book design for younger children was in “crisis.” After Stalin’s death, what Gankina and other applied arts specialists of the Thaw era considered “proper” children’s book illustration began to revive. This was a specific form of visual culture with its own conventions determined both by the nature of the medium and by the peculiarities of children’s perception and psychology.
Specificity, a concept that tacitly harked back to Russian Formalism, was a highly charged, polemical term in the destalinization of visual culture. Reformist artists and theorists invoked it to dismantle Stalinism's dogmatic insistence on a unified set of "realist" norms across all forms of cultural expression, regardless of their medium or their audience. The Pioneer Palace was a manifesto of the reformist platform of specificity; it proclaimed at once the specificity of childhood and the specificity of monumental art.

The reinvigoration, in the 1950s, of the ideology of childhood, and the demarcation of a distinct children's culture with its own specific norms and forms, was part of the legitimation of the Khrushchev regime and of the socialist system in general. In the global, cold-war conditions of "peaceful competition," happy Soviet childhood proved to the world the socialist system's superior capacity to provide a high standard of living for its people. If in prerevolutionary Russia and contemporary capitalist society the capacity to create a distinct realm of childhood was a marker of individual privilege or upward mobility, under socialism it was a sign of how life was getting better for the entire country. Universal access to the elite privilege of happy childhood was part of the well-being and abundance which, Khrushchev promised, was the precondition for the imminent transition to communism.

The myth of "happy childhood in the land of the Soviets" was closely identified with the person of Khrushchev; he had already cultivated the image of protector of little children in the 1930s as Moscow Party Secretary when he was credited with the construction of new schools, kindergartens and crèches, parks and children's theaters, as well as with the 1936 Pioneer Palace conversion. Photo opportunities with young children—as in a photograph by Gurarii Samarii, "Hallo Little One"—were a significant element in the Khrushchev cult emerging in the late 1950s. Such images showed him as a benevolent, avuncular or grandfatherly leader, solicitous for those of his people most in need of protection. Even Nina Khrushcheva was brought out in public to project the image of the maternal state abroad. She told the American readership of McCall's in 1961: "Every Soviet woman wants her children to have a happy, joyous childhood... a bright youth full of daring endeavor."

The Children's Corner

Khrushchev repeatedly promised that the Soviet people would achieve full communism within a single generation. As the future citizens of communism, children (along with their mothers) were the object of intense public scrutiny, legislation, and debate concerning communist upbringing, discipline, health,
educational reforms, aesthetic education, and the role of the family. The Khrushchev regime sought to enhance its own role in the collective upbringing of the new Soviet person to mitigate the potentially regressive influence of parents and grandparents; a matter of such crucial state importance as child rearing could not be entrusted to inefficient and ideologically unaccredited amateurs. It intervened pervasively in the domestic life of the family, taking an intense interest not only in parental child-care practices but even in the arrangement and decoration of the family home. At the same time, it expanded communal facilities including twenty-four-hour crèches, boarding schools, playgrounds and children’s parks, and out-of-school facilities, amongst which Pioneer clubs, camps and palaces featured prominently.

Much was invested in the creation of a distinct and special world for children during the Khrushchev era. Children were to be provided with their own separate space both in the public realm and in the home. Household advice manuals and magazines advised that, no matter how small one’s apartment, “a child should have his own corner in which he feels himself to be master.” If there was only one room for all the family, a segregated space should be set off for the child in the brightest and best corner, demarcated both through physical barriers, such as a low shelving unit, and through differentiated decor and a brighter color scheme. If the rest of the flat or room was full of things s/he was forbidden to touch, in the child’s corner there should only be things s/he could play with freely. The choice of decor, objects, and pictures to surround the child was of particular significance, for these would lay the basis of his or her aesthetic sensibilities. Therefore, “the world opening up before the child should be beautiful, festive, joyful, clean, and bright.” In this enclave of brightness and joy, the child was master. While children could enjoy a degree of independence and freedom not afforded them elsewhere which was important for their psychological and physical development — they were, at the same time, contained and safe. Moreover, allocated the most visually prominent corner of the room, they were under constant observation and on display.

In the 1920s, the creation of children’s corners had played a part in rooting out the old religious customs and replacing them with new Soviet forms and rituals. It was one way to fill the “semantic void” left by the elimination of the sacred or red corner where the icons traditionally hung in the best lit and ventilated corner of the home. Victor Buchli describes how children’s corners were conceived as exemplary revolutionary spaces, set up in conscious competition with the old order represented by adults: “when parents did not remove their icons, the children responded with ‘let them stay up, it doesn’t matter, our corner will defeat theirs.’” Just as the red corner had linked the individual household...
to the patriarchal, Christian order beyond, so, too, the Soviet children’s corner expressed the new secular order of the future in microcosm: it was the nursery of the new society.

The segregated spaces of communal childhood ranged from the raised pen or manezh used in Soviet crèches, to the new boarding schools, whose construction was one of Khrushchev’s pet projects. Boarding schools were proposed as part of the far-reaching education and social welfare measures introduced from 1956. Debates concerning the design of boarding schools were an important context for the palace: they, too, were to be self-contained, model institutions for the all-round upbringing of young communists. Most importantly, they were to be built in picturesque, suburban localities in order that children might benefit from the health-giving, aesthetic, and moral influences of proximity to nature and remoteness from the city.

Like the boarding schools, the Pioneer Palace was a children’s corner on a collective, urban scale: an ecological niche for children’s development and the incubation of the new society, set apart from, yet embedded within the adult world. “Located in one of the best areas of Moscow—just as the children’s corner was allocated the best part of the room—the Pioneer Palace was to be a bright, happy, segregated space of childhood. Here, children could develop a mature relationship with the material and social world and enjoy a sense of autonomy, while, at the same time, being contained, supervised, and on display.

The Camp

The palace’s location was suburban rather than rural, and it was easily reached by public transport. However, the designers consciously employed a number of distancing techniques and delaying mechanisms to enhance its sense of remoteness and separate it from the busy streets and quotidian life of the city, while at the same time preserving open, uninhibited access to the grounds and integrating the buildings with their natural surroundings. To this end they turned to a second spatial model derived from Soviet children’s culture: the Pioneer camp. As they explained: “The Pioneer Palace is a parkland complex; it is drawn back into the depths of the plot and situated in a green meadow far away from the noisy city thoroughfares. This treatment emerged from the theme itself—a complex for children, to whose nature best corresponds the character of a camp.”

Why a camp? The camp was as central an institution in Pioneer life as it was for the Boy Scouts, from whom it had been appropriated in the early days of the Pioneer organization. By exposing children to nature, Pioneer camps tempered
their will and physical endurance, developed their resourcefulness, aroused their interest in natural history and geology, and built their collectivism. By removing them from their quotidian surroundings and familial influences, they rendered children of impressionable age especially susceptible to “emotionally appropriating” the political and ideological ideals of the Pioneers.

Today, with rising transport costs and concerns for safety, the relative remoteness of the Palace is a nuisance, making it inaccessible for unaccompanied children. But it was essential to the original conception that getting there entailed a journey (figure 3). As Sarab’ianov’s account, cited above, made clear, the trip across the new bridge to the Lenin Hills played an important symbolic role. It served as a form of time travel into the future, a device that distanced the visitor to the palace from the ways of the past, whose material traces were ubiquitous in the center.

For a child, the trip to the Pioneer Palace could take on the character of an expedition, invested with an imaginary element of adventure and the thrill of independence. Indeed the trek, or pokhod, was a central ritual in Pioneer and Komsomol life. It was closely associated with the camp and shared its pedagogical role in the development of children’s initiative and collectivism. It was also a recurrent motif in the highly popular children’s stories of Arkadii Gaidar, a part of the common culture the young architects and their client shared with their even younger user group. Gaidar’s story Timur i ego kommanda [Timur and his Team], written in 1941, epitomized the ideal to which the Pioneers aspired: a voluntary, self-governing collective of children who spontaneously organized themselves to engage in socially useful activities. The whole plot centered on the notion of a secret place known only to children, the headquarters of a children’s gang led by a boy, Timur, who observed a self-imposed code of conduct. From their hidden base Timur’s Team made sorties into the wider, adult community to engage in adventures and good deeds. The idea of going out ahead, breaking new paths, is inscribed in the Pioneer oath and in the very name of the Pioneers, as of the Scouts. What was important in the pokhod was not the actual distance travelled but the thrill of preparation and the dislocation from normal routine it entailed. The usefulness of the hike and the camp as a means of integrating individual children into the Pioneer body may be attributed in part to their firm roots in children’s spontaneous culture.

Pioneer camp villages were also in the vanguard of architectural innovation at this time, notably two new complexes at the largest All-Union children’s camp, Artek, on the Black Sea (architects Anatolii Polianskii and D. S. Vitukhin, 1961 and 1964). The All-Union Pioneer Palace and the All-Union Pioneer camp shared the same client, the Komsomol, and were conceived in relation to each
other both in their design and in the practices they accommodated. Many of the same tropes recurred in representations of both Artek and the palace. Exemplary, modern, state-of-the-art facilities for the development of the future citizens of communism, both were also intended as international showpieces of the Soviet Union’s concern for the well-being and upbringing of children.

Figure 3: Pioneer Palace, Moscow. Main approach. Photo: Susan E. Reid.

Although New Artek consisted of permanent structures rather than tents, these were as light and open as possible, minimizing architecture’s sheltering and monumental functions, so as to approximate the effect of life under canvas. Tents held a privileged place in the architectural discourse of destalinization. Appropriated from advanced Western construction engineering, and reviving the Constructivists’ emphasis on maximum economy in use of materials, the tent principle underpinned the contemporary style. Just as, in a tent, canvas was stretched over guy ropes and battens, so, an article in Novyi mir proposed in 1961, the contemporary style used prefabricated panels and non-load-bearing glass walls suspended from a skeletal frame. Light, flexible, and mobile, relying on suspension and tension rather than mass, the tent displaced the massive dolmen paradigm of ancient temples and of the recent, Stalinist past. The tent, and no longer the temple, must be the paradigmatic structure of Soviet modernity.

The interdependence between the design of the camp on the sunny Black Sea coast and the palace in the northern metropolis corresponded to Pioneer practice; a sojourn at Artek was one of the rewards held out to exemplary Pioneers at the palace. It was also part of its imaginary, symbolic world. According, at least, to one vision of the palace in 1959, it would incorporate within its grounds the leisure resorts of the Soviet Union’s north and south. One could choose to go climbing and skiing in artificial mountains, or be transported from Moscow to the
“Black Sea,” represented by a beach of golden sand washed by artificial waves and warmed by an artificial sun. Children could get to know the rich variety of the Soviet empire’s natural world in microcosm. The Pioneer Palace and Artek each figured as an earthly paradise for good children apparently free from adult intervention, and as a mandala of the communist social order of the future. One in the north, the other in the far south, the two nodal points of Pioneer civilization turned the whole intervening space of the country into one great “Pioneer Action Zone” irradiated by the beneficial “Pioneer Effect.”

A Palace, Jim, But Not as We Know It . . .

Adopting the camp as the most appropriate paradigm for a children’s institution, the designers of the Pioneer Palace abjured the established conventions of the palatial, which Stalinist public building had appropriated from the imperial past. Derived from the classical temple, these aimed at monumental effect and included verticality, imposing scale, symmetry, classical orders, colonnades and neoclassical porticoes, grand facades, rich ornamentation, and sumptuously fitted interiors. These conventions had already been challenged in the early 1920s, when discussions concerning the projected people’s palace, the Palace of Labor, focused on the need to appropriate the “palatial” for the people and to transform it from a symbol of their oppression into one of the triumph of the new social order. In the early stages of the Stalin-era competition for the Palace of the Soviets, Le Corbusier offered a radical, modernist solution. The Vesnin brothers’ Palace of Culture of the Proletarskii District, the swan song of Constructivism completed in 1937, was one of the last great exercises in the democratization of the palatial. However, many of the signs of power and order that had signified “palaceness” in the past were firmly reinstated in Ioffan and Shchuko’s winning design for the Palace of the Soviets, as well as in other palaces subsequently erected under Stalin, such as Moscow University. After Khrushchev repudiated such atavistic monumentality, the Vesnin’s constructivist palace was reinstated as a legitimate alternative tradition on which to base a modern, democratic palace, as noted above in regard to the 1957-59 Palace of the Soviets competition. It is one of the most convincing historical sources of the loosely articulated spatial arrangement and certain aspects of the elevation of the Pioneer Palace, although its influence was not directly acknowledged. The Pioneer Palace turned its back on the monumentality of nearby Moscow University. “Usually the word ‘palace’ brings to mind the idea of something majestic,” Komsomol’skaia pravda wrote. But, “the new Moscow Pioneer Palace does not seem like this” (figure 4).
Arriving at an institution of such national and international significance as the All-Union Pioneer Palace, one might expect to be confronted immediately by a grand façade set in the most prominent part of the site, to which all other aspects of the design would be subordinate. Anyone who had grown up amidst imperial and Stalinist architecture would expect no less. Indeed, at the competition stage, which preceded the final design and choice of architects, the doyen of Stalinist neoclassicism, Ivan Zholtovskii had duly proposed a rigidly symmetrical plan and elevation for the palace complete with enclosed courtyards, and a pompous façade, placed directly onto the main thoroughfare. Perpetuating the Stalinist stereotype of the palatial, his neoclassical palace was deemed too officious for a children’s institution by the jury, headed by the prominent former Constructivist Nikolai Kolli. As if imitating big brother—the Palace of Science a short drive along the same road—it implied a conception of the Pioneers as miniature, but fully formed Komsomols-to-be. It was decisively rejected.

One looked in vain for an imposing main façade on arrival at the Pioneer Palace. Instead, away in the distance across a wide meadow and then a parade ground, a low, apparently incidental cluster of buildings nestled in a hollow below the level of the road (figure 5). It seemed to melt unostentatiously into nature. One western visitor, bussed there by Intourist in mid-winter, described how the buildings were almost buried amongst soft snow “piled into small hills almost as high as the palace, between which snow tractors had cleared lanes.” It was the palace’s close integration with nature that Khrushchev most explicitly welcomed in his opening address. The chosen site had a particular advantage: formerly occupied by the Biological Section of the Academy of Sciences, it was an arboretum with many mature trees and rare species, and the deep valley that ran through the grounds was lush and quite wild. Thus it was a nature reserve on the edge of Moscow.
One of the greatest innovations of the palace was its striking informality. The roofline rose and fell in accordance with the internal functions of the different parts rather than conforming to any *a priori* imperative of regularity (this contributed to the impression of a ship that *Ogonek* noted). The composition of the architectural elements and their relation to the park may be best characterized as “picturesque,” historically a proto-Romantic principle of landscape composition. To enhance its easy interaction with its surroundings the designers even deliberately disrupted the straight line of the façade because “it always creates a sense of a building’s enclosure or hermeticism, its isolation from the surrounding space.”\(^8^8\) Careless of convention, the palace refused to impose either on its surroundings or on the small visitor. By comparison with Stalinist complexes, which tended to dwarf their occupants, its scale was Lilliputian. The architects
explained that their design had shrunk in the course of planning as they gradually came to understand the specific nature of their task: that a palace for children should not be a symbol of power and privilege, dominating the city, but the best possible environment for children’s individual and social development, designed to correspond to the needs and character of children (as they and the client, the Komsomol, conceived them). Therefore, “it was most appropriate to subordinate the architecture to the “microclimate” of the site, to create an “inner environment” that made no claim on any direct compositional connection with the city.” Like a camp—and quite unlike a conventional palace—it was embedded in nature, accommodating rather than suppressing the natural features of the plot.  

As noted, the actual distance from urban civilization mattered less than the psychological distance. The boundaries of a camp are also more contingent and imaginary than actual; no walls or fences enclose a canvas village, and the canvas itself is little more than a notional shield against intruders. Having crossed the River Moskva and attained the palace grounds, one has no physical barriers to negotiate. However, the palace is set off from the urban milieu by a broad lawn and a parade ground, which, from one side, is approached down a kind of earthwork rampart. Low and relatively small, it seems to lie far off in the distance across the expanse of open meadow.

As you approach the palace from the metro you pass, like stations on a pilgrimage, two works of monumental sculpture: a bugling Pioneer and a stone representation of a campfire. They introduce the key emblems of the Pioneers that run like a leitmotif throughout the palace’s decorative program and announce that you have now entered Pioneer territory. The permanent stone “campfire” is located at the nodal point where the two main axes of the palace intersect, near the brink of a steep descent into the valley below. A further emblematic campfire is located on this incline, overlaid with a red star. Seen from below, the tower of Moscow University seems to rise out its flames, aligned with the flagpole of the Pioneer Palace (figure 6). Far from denying this relationship with the palace’s Stalinist Big Brother, contemporary press photographers deliberately exaggerated the phoenix effect through their choice of viewpoint and lens, thus assimilating the past into the model of the future.

The central ritual of camp life, the campfire was a particularly potent device for effecting children’s emotional internalization of ideology and their identification with the Pioneer body, which, according to Krupskaia, was the central function of Pioneer symbols and ritual. The campfire motif is repeated around the palace in the many panels of monumental art that were a crucial part of its spatial and visual effects (figure 7).
Figure 6: Pioneer Emblem. Photo: Georgii Arzamasov. This recent photograph is taken from a similar position to that adopted in press photos that appeared at the time of the opening in Komsomol'skaia pravda, Moskovskia pravda, and in V. Egerev, et al, Moskovskii Dvorets pionerov (Moscow: Stroiizdat, 1963).

Figure 7: Pioneer Heraldics. Mural on back of Concert Hall. Photo: Georgii Arzamasov.
The idea of the campfire determines the intense coloration of a large mosaic that draws you across the parade ground toward the main entrance. The mosaic, on the theme of *Young Leninists* (figure 8) by Andrei Vasnetsov, Viktor El’konin, Iu. and I. Aleksandrov, and T. Sokolova, hovers on a bowed panel slightly in front of the main plane of the façade like a huge iconostasis. In one part of the mosaic, directly over the doorway, Pioneers of different races group around the campfire—the most intimate bonding moment in the formation of the collective. The simple porch that shelters them, supported on slender cylindrical piers reminiscent of Le Corbusier’s *piloti*, becomes—once one enters into the fiction of a camp—a canopy or the flap of a tent propped up on tent poles. (The term applied to the porch, *kozyrek*, means, literally, canopy.) From the protected space of their big tent and their campfire, the mosaic Pioneers are able to check out the visitor approaching across the parade ground. They are at once inviting and wary of strangers—in the words of a film made soon after about a Pioneer camp—“Welcome, or No Trespassing!”92

*Figure 8: Pioneer Palace. Porch with Young Leninists Mosaic. A. Vasnetsov, V. El’konin, Iu. and A. Aleksandrov, T. Sokolova. Photo: Susan E. Reid.*

The *Young Leninists* mosaic marks the threshold to the palace, a liminal plane, through which one leaves the outside world and is initiated into the world of the Pioneers with its symbols and rituals. But just at the point where one can actually enter the palace, this mosaic wall seems to block the way. Contemporary commentators were perplexed by the contradiction. We can see it, however, as another deliberate, delaying device—one of the techniques of border creation by which the inner world of the Pioneers is set off from the surrounding adult
space—just as an iconostasis is at once a passage through to, and a barrier concealing the sanctuary. Sarab’ianov, one of the palace’s most enthusiastic advocates, compared the threshold mosaic to the frontispiece of a book. Like a frontispiece, it is a visual image poised at the interface between the real world about to be left behind and the world of wonder and fantasy about to be entered. Its role is to engage children’s imagination, entice them in, and encapsulate the world of images that will then accompany them throughout their time in the palace, drawing them directly into “a world of youth and wonder, romanticism and poetry.” The mosaic panel marks a momentary pause at the threshold. The Pioneer must straighten his or her necktie and remember what it means to be a Pioneer, before passing on in.

As the commentators noted, the mosaic wall blocking the entrance was an anomaly. For the palace was striking in its openness and transparency, quite unlike Stalinist palaces such as Moscow University, where entrances were set back in courtyards attained through narrow, guarded gates, inducing a sense of sanctity, deference, and privilege. It was an important principle that access to the Pioneer Palace—as to the organization itself—was not dependent on privilege or prodigious talent, but was open to all children of the appropriate age. At the same time, the mass nature of Pioneer membership could not be allowed to deprive it of distinction; the rite of passage marked by the Young Leninists signaled the special privilege and responsibilities incurred by membership, and set the Pioneer experience off from the universal childhood experience of school.

With the exception of the mosaic, the architecture of the palace expressed the principle of democratic access in a number of ways, most obviously by the presence of numerous doors on all sides. “How many doors—and all thrown open at once!”enthused Komsomol’skaia pravda on its opening. As Zhadova wrote, it “hospitably and warm-heartedly opens itself to children; it invites them to come in and actively interests them in the most varied activities and objects.”

The “socialist democratism” which Khrushchevist ideology claimed as a central tenet was also expressed by the remarkable transparency and openness of the structures and the fluid, picturesque plan. These features connected the palace firmly to the Constructivist legacy, although they probably owed as much to the international Modern Movement, such as the work of Frank Lloyd Wright and Mies van der Rohe, as to the Russian avant-garde. Taken to this degree they were almost unprecedented in a permanent public building in the Soviet Union. They served to connect the palace and its occupants with the wider social and natural milieu. Inside, continuous glazing created the impression of continuity between interior and exterior space, and this was reinforced by setting floor levels to coincide with those of the external terraces (figure 9).
The children inside could feel almost as close to nature as if they were under canvas. Sitting in the café, with its huge windows giving straight onto a terrace overlooking the steep valley below, one could even imagine that the ceiling supported on a single column was the spreading branches of a great tree. The sense of integration of inside and out was strongest of all in the bright and airy Winter Garden (figure 10). Large windows on both sides and three geodesic domes of “organic glass” (now Finnish replacements) filled the garden with natural light, making it feel spacious and festive. Here nature was literally brought inside the building, while a free-standing sculpture—a metal grille, on which were mounted linear metal reliefs of birds, fishes, and insects (by architect Viktor Egerev and sculptor P. Shimes)—continued the theme of transparency (figure 11).
The openness of the palace was particularly appropriate and enticing for children, in the view of contemporaries. This was not only because it kept them close to their "natural" habitat. The open plan of the interior spaces, through which one could pass freely along raised galleries, corresponded to a current conception of how children relate to space and to their material environment. Whereas adults might apprehend the complex from a distance with their eyes, children got to know it with their bodies. Komsomol'skaia pravda described the initial encounter with the palace complex as an active, spatial experience of a young body moving through it. It aroused the child's need to explore. It had a rejuvenating, stimulating effect even on adults, reviving their long lost excitement of childhood. Coming into the new palace, "You, too, suddenly feel like a little boy and want to run around and see everything at once."102

Made possible by modern construction technology and materials, the continuous glazing proclaimed the technological modernity of the palace. Large expanses of glass also, of course, rendered the interiors very bright. This answered health specialists' requirement that children's educational buildings should have maximum natural light.103 At the same time it also served other, symbolic functions. In Soviet iconography sunshine and the corresponding motif of the "shining path" represented the radiant future. It was specifically associated with happy childhood, as in the song every schoolchild knew, Pust' vsegda budet solntse (May there always be sunshine), and was a constant attribute of children's spaces.104 That the Pioneer Palace should be a bright and sunny place was established in discussions of the 1936 conversion: children consulted at that time regarding plans for the new palace emphasized that it should be svetloе (radiant) and full of sunshine.105
The openness of the building not only connected the children inside with the outside world; it also laid them open to view. As in the children’s corner of the home, the Pioneers were allocated one of the best places in Moscow. Here, in their bright world, they were constantly on display. Tourists were brought in to marvel at this ideal society of children—the bright tomorrow of communism existing already in the present day—and to admire the maternal state that provided for them so well.

Never-Never Land: The Pioneer Republic

Like a canvas village, deep in its nature reserve, the Pioneer Palace was conceived as a self-contained, picturesque ensemble, set apart from the wider world. Contemporaries routinely described it in terms of a utopian children’s enclave. It was “a separate Pioneer’s world with its own scale,” “commensurate with the little person, its future master”; an “ecological niche” within which the new society could take shape; and a sovereign realm within the larger social space, operating according to its own Lilliputian scale, its own laws and customs. “Enough, the reign of adults has ended!” Sem’ia shkola declared. “From now on you are fully entitled masters of everything around you.” Here, as in the children’s corner in the home—as, too, in the fictional worlds of children’s stories—children were the masters. Dubbing it the “Land of Pioneriia,” the “Pioneer Republic,” or “Children’s Republic,” accounts of the Palace maintained the fiction of a self-governing children’s enclave by suppressing the directing and disciplining role of adults. It was as if grown-ups had no presence there at all. Komsomolskaia pravda dismissed scepticism that marauding kids would break the equipment and scratch the new, colored plastic floors; on the contrary, thousands of little guardians would watch jealously over their palace. “Because this is their palace. Here the children are the masters.” In true utopian fashion, a perfectly designed material environment had set in motion the perfectly functioning mechanism of a self-governing society-in-miniature.

This may all seem far-fetched. To see the Pioneer Palace as a self-governing, perfectly functioning children’s republic that gave a glimpse of the communist tomorrow is Socialist Realism. Even the image of a camp reproduced in the suburbs of the capital requires the suspension of disbelief. But as Michael Holquist has argued, any utopia, like a game of chess, depends on a readiness to enter into the conventions that hedge it off from “real” life. Furthermore, an element of fantasy, play, or make-believe was entirely appropriate to a children’s institution.
The final section of this essay aims to show how the conception of childhood embodied in the Pioneer Palace prioritized imagination and fantasy, and how the perceived need to stimulate children's imagination legitimated departures both from a mechanistic conception of function and from naturalistic conventions in pictorial art. It is here that the most significant innovations of the Pioneer Palace lie. By foregrounding its function as a place for children, and by insisting on the Romantic premise that children have their own, specific modes of seeing, thinking, and feeling, the design and the discourse around it naturalized a modern idiom at the center of Soviet public building and humanized the application of cutting-edge construction technology. At the same time, the Palace transcended a narrow, rationalist "functionalism" driven by economy and technology—which Khrushchev's injunctions to constructors were often taken to require. Instead, returning to the spirit of Constructivism, which had prioritized the purpose of social construction, the architects applied a broader, more humanistic conception of function based on the child user. As one of the architects, Feliks Novikov, put it: "No, I do not consider myself an orthodox functionalist. But I agree absolutely with the idea that function—the content of the object, its purpose, the life-processes taking place in it—in many ways determines the architectural form." Furthermore, the Palace also humanized and domesticated the international modernist models it undeniably appropriated, which the Soviet press still criticized for an antihuman fetishization of technology. Thus Le Corbusier's famous pilotti, as we saw, are reduced to tent poles supporting the "canopy" that shelters the Young Leninists mosaic. Introducing elements of imagination and decoration, the children's palace pointed forward to the interest in play and fantasy that would become characteristic of the visual culture of the Brezhnev era—to something that might in some sense be called postmodern.

Contemporary discourse articulated the palace in terms derived from children's culture, for example, by reference to literary genres such as fairy tales and science fiction, considered particularly appropriate for, and appealing to children on the basis of their high degree of fantasy. One recurrent motif borrowed from children's culture was the magical transformation, including transformations of scale where things or people take on wildly exaggerated proportions, as in Gulliver's Travels or Alice in Wonderland—tales that were as much a part of Soviet Russian children's culture as of their peers in the West. An example is the outsized golden key to the "Pioneer Wonderland" presented to the children at the opening ceremony. Another type of transformation was the mutation from inorganic to organic; for example, according to Komsomol'skaia pravda, the ceiling of the café (which I likened to a tree) was supported on a giant toadstool. The cutting-edge engineering (derived perhaps indirectly from Pier Luigi Nervi),
which allowed the weight of the auditorium above to be supported on a single column, was thus rendered natural, friendly, and familiar—without losing any of its sense of wonder—by invoking the iconography of Russian fairy tales.\textsuperscript{114}

The Komsomol press represented the application of state-of-the-art technology in the auditorium in terms of science fiction: “you wouldn’t be surprised if, in front of the self-moving and self-erasing boards, a Martian stepped out to give the lecture.”\textsuperscript{115} Space travel was particularly topical, of course, and was a point on which official ideology met popular imagination. The success of the Soviet space program stimulated popular pride and demonstrated the power of science to turn a great leap of imagination into actuality. Space exploration also played an important part in the palace’s educational activities. Astronomy and Young Cosmonaut clubs enabled children to participate in this great exercise of patriotic pride. In its Planetarium “young cosmonauts” were trained with the latest technology (its “grown-up” sponsor, the Moscow Planetarium, donated a telescope). Young rocketeers and airplane model-makers competed for the Iu. A. Gagarin prize and V. M. Komarov prize. Visits from Iurii Gagarin and other famous cosmonauts, who had superseded pilots as the popular heroes of the day, inspired them to heroic feats and lent new meaning to the words of the Pioneer oath, “to step out on the path, knowing no bounds.”\textsuperscript{116} If the fluid interaction between interior and exterior was an important characteristic of the palace as whole, in the planetarium—a small, cylindrical space enclosed within the building—outer space was brought inside on a cosmic scale. Here we have another motif from children’s culture, especially science fiction: in defiance of Euclidean geometry, a narrow door and confined space open onto the universe. As a sign of what will greet the visitor inside, the exterior shell of the planetarium is coated in black plastic (a material closely identified with the dream of placing scientific progress at the service of humankind), decorated with sculptures by Dmitrii Shakhovskoi and Mikhail Lukashkever. Made of strips of aluminium, like drawings in metal, these represent zodiac signs and constellations as if distributed across the night sky. But when you enter the plastic-coated cylinder the whole of outer space appears above you, reproduced on the interior of its dome. Like a conjuror’s magic box or science-fiction time capsule, the planetarium is a space within a space that opens up to infinity.

\textbf{Physicists v. Lyricists}

The relation between science and fantasy, reason and imagination, was a topical concern in adult culture. A lively discussion known as the “physicists and lyricists debate” took place in the Komsomol press in 1959 and 1960. At
issue was the search for a continued role for the arts at a time when science had seemingly usurped artists’ prerogative to dream and inspire. While scientists had abandoned the constraints of positivism to defy the limits of the possible and make fairy tales come true, literature and the arts were mired in the conventions of nineteenth-century realism. The physicists and lyricists debate represented a challenge to the dogmatic conception of realism as the mere lifelike recording of appearances and facts, which conservatives still maintained. Reformers engaged battle with “the ‘engineer’s’ way of thinking which, facts in hand, [had] set about annihilating the ‘inexact world of fantasy.’” In a controversial book published in 1961, *Comrade Time and Comrade Art* (Tovarishch vremia i tovarishch iskusstvo), Vladimir Turbin expressed great enthusiasm for “scientific-technological progress,” and called for corresponding advances in art. He set out to reclaim for art the freedom to imagine worlds beyond what was yet possible; for art is “an experimental laboratory for future scientific discoveries,” and without the freedom to dream man would never have flown into space. Turbin identified this freedom with youth: “art is the youth of human cognition, the morning of a formative ideology. Science is its noon, maturity.” Others, too, passionately defended the role of imagination in art, arguing that the scientific-technological revolution demanded new forms. Thus, the sculptor Ernst Neizvestnyi (a leading activist of the reformist wing of the Artist’s Union, author of a great archaicizing frieze for Artek, and originally intended to produce the sculpture of the Pioneer for the entrance to the Lenin Hills complex) proclaimed: “Intuition and imagination are essential for any creativity.”

Children’s culture provided a niche where imagination could be given free flight. New concern with the specificity of children’s cognition, combined with the idea that children’s culture had different aims and requirements from grown-up culture, placed it in the vanguard of reformist efforts to dismantle the dogmatic norms of Stalinist realism and to reclaim for art the right to fantasy. Children’s book illustration, for example, regained the status it had enjoyed from the revolution until the purge of “formalism” in 1936, when it had been the first target in the visual arts. It became once again a space for artistic experiment. The Children’s Republic likewise, offered a specially favored niche for artistic experiment, fantasy, and reengagement with modernism in pictorial art.

**An Illustrated Children’s Building**

It was axiomatic that cultural artefacts for children should be illustrated and that visual images were a potent educational aid. In 1952, *Komsomol’skaia pravda* wrote of the journal *Pioner*: “it is rich in illustrations: there are many of
them, and they are chosen with taste. As is expected of a children’s magazine, illustrations here not only illuminate the text but also broaden the children’s idea of life.” Contemporaries, as we saw, readily compared the building of the Pioneer Palace to a book, with a frontispiece marking the passage into its world of wonder. If children’s books and magazines were to be illustrated, then so, the designers argued, should a building for children.

It was by no means a matter of course, in the late fifties, that architecture should be complemented by monumental art. Here the designers and their patron, the Komsomol, took a stand in a current controversy. Khrushchev’s condemnation of architectural “superfluity” had cast doubt on the legitimacy of visual art and nonstructural decoration in new public buildings. Some radical voices in the architectural establishment interpreted his injunction to mean that constructions in the contemporary style should be purged of all purely decorative elements, while penny-pinching authorities took the repudiation of “waste” as a pretext to annul contracts for painting and sculpture to embellish them. The result had been financial disaster for artists and their organizations, as well as a loss of prestige and public profile. Others, however, asserted a vital role for monumental art in the new architecture. But, they argued, this was not a matter of merely decorating the structures, but of a synthesis of images and structures as two equal, complementary terms.

Nor must monumental art be forced to conform to the conventions of post-Renaissance easel painting, merely blown up to a large scale, as had become mandatory in the late Stalin period. Monumental art, reformers argued, must be true to its own conventions, or “specificity,” which they defined in moderately modernist terms. Briefly: easel painting, cut off from the surrounding world by its frame, creates a hermetic, fictional space, within which a single, culminating moment of a narrative may be presented. Thereby it maintains the classical unities of time, place, and action. Monumental art, on the other hand, exists in the real space within which the viewer goes about his or her daily life and shapes the viewer’s movements through and around that space. Therefore, according to the champions of specificity, it must preserve the integrity of the wall plane, and not “break through” or deny its materiality by creating an illusion of a deep perspectival box. Reformist theorists paid increased attention to the experience and space of the viewer. As Nina Dmitrieva put it, rather than demand deep philosophical contemplation and psychological response, as easel painting did, thereby forcing the viewer to step momentarily out of the real world, monumental art could affect the viewer “even if he does not specifically concentrate on looking but simply finds himself inside a harmonious ensemble. He involuntarily experiences the influence of the ‘force field’ emanating from it.”
Arguments for the synthesis of monumental art with architecture, beginning in the context of the revived Palace of the Soviets project, invoked the seventeenth-century utopian thesis of Tommaso Campanella's *City of the Sun*, which already in 1918 had inspired Lenin's Plan for Monumental Propaganda. The concentric walls of Campanella's utopian city were decorated with edifying frescoes, playing in whose midst children imbibed their lessons, as if by osmosis, without even realizing it. In the discourse of the Thaw, with its concern for the development of aesthetic sensibilities as part of the formation of the all-round education of the future citizen of communism, the educational efficacy of visual aids, and their potential to catalyze social change, did not stop at the messages they portrayed. Children would imbibe a sense of beauty and taste directly from their more abstract, aesthetic qualities, for example, from the way they organized movement harmoniously around them. As Vladimir Favor斯基, the most prominent theoretician of synthesis and specificity, put it in 1958: “Monumental art, in conjunction with architecture, organizes space, and organizes us. It can be compared here to music; how for example a march influences us. . . . So, too, monumental art has the capacity to make us live in a particular rhythm.”

The Pioneer Palace was the most consummate statement to date of the reformist promotion of synthesis and the specificity of monumental art. For example, the semiabstract frieze *Music* (figure 12), by Viktor El’konin (a one-time collaborator with Tatlin and a follower of Favor斯基), Andrei Vasnetsov, and others above the entrance to the concert hall not only announced the theme of music; by means of a strong tonal rhythm it also provided a visual equivalent for the way the bugle and drum organized the movement of Pioneers marching on the parade ground in front of it.

Figure 12: Music. Concrete frieze on console over the entrance of the Concert Hall. A. Vasnetsov, V. El’konin, A. Aleksandrov, Yu. Aleksandrov and T. Sokolova. Photo by Susan E. Reid.
Montage

Music was one of the most extreme examples of abstraction in the palace. But no part of the extensive program of monumental-decorative art would have passed muster by Stalinist standards of realism. Instead, a range of modernist principles, outlawed as “formalist” since the mid-1930s, predominated, to the almost total exclusion of naturalism and didactic narrative. These included, in addition to the more radical abstraction of Music: flatness; intensified, nonnaturalistic color; simplified, emblematic motifs; “primitivism”; and montage. The use of such modernist devices was legitimated by reference to two mutually reinforcing “specificities”: the specific conventions of monumental art; and the specificity of the young user-viewers.

Let us return to the Young Leninists mosaic over the entrance to the main building (figure 13 and figure 8). Figures of different scales are juxtaposed. The incised, overlapping profiles reveal the new interest of monumental artists in the “primitive” art of ancient Assyria and Egypt. As Ernst Neizvestnyi proposed, a return to the massive, epic simplicity of the archaic corresponded to the grand scale of the present day socialist project and the mass nature of contemporary art and society. The different dimensions of the figures are underscored by the use of diverse techniques and surfaces. There is no unity of scale, medium, or facture, nor any attempt to create a unified, illusionistic space for the whole mural. As in the formative period of modernism, the artists sought in the nonnaturalistic conventions of archaic or “primitive,” non-Western art, alternative means of representation to those hegemonic in European art since the Renaissance.

If we go round to the back of the complex we find a series of wings that butt out from the main corpus above a steep, thickly wooded valley (figure 14).

The blind ends of three of these wings—accommodating club rooms, workshops, and laboratories—form three adjacent walls which, together, provide a vast surface for a triptych on the theme of Conquest of the Elements. This is one of the most important pieces of monumental art in the palace. In each of the three mosaic walls, the artists, Irina Derviz-Lavrova, Grigori Derviz, Igor’ Pchel’nikov, E. Ablin, and A. Gubarev, represented individual motifs associated with human interventions in air, earth, and water respectively, using flat, heavily contoured, emblematic forms designed to be immediately recognizable from afar. These are scattered across the colored surface on a unifying grid, which is formed by the brick course, as in a diagram or textile design. Zhadova compared the mosaics’ simplified, conventional language to another popular children’s genre that afforded greater latitude for stylization than adult culture—animated film. Real and fantastic elements, reason and poetry, present and future are juxtaposed. A horse plods alongside tractors (Earth), and an ancient longboat shares the sea with a state-of-the-art atomic icebreaker (Water) (figure 15). Thus, temporal distance is collapsed through spatial proximity to tell a tale of progress with the most concise means.
The use of montage was justified here partly because it maintains the flatness of the wall. A coherent illusion of recession would require a frame and a fixed viewpoint, which was not only impossible given the topography, but would isolate the images from each other and from the surrounding space. This, the artists felt, would be detrimental to the overall effect of the palace. For it was important that the murals, together, form a unified plane like a virtual membrane enclosing and protecting the outer perimeter of the camp while still allowing free passage to space.\textsuperscript{134}

Most importantly for our purposes, the modernist devices of montage were also legitimated by reference to the young viewer. The montage compositions were poetic, just as children’s fairy-tale illustrations should be. According to Zhadova, “They are grouped so as to arouse in a young viewer a love of beauty, a sense of nature’s bounty, and thoughts about the greatness of man who has mastered it. . . . Montage, as a means of semantic \textit{smyslovoi} composition, actively addresses the creative imagination of the viewer. And this is particularly important for children, in whom the whole process of cognition is directly connected with the work of fantasy.”\textsuperscript{135} Montage was particularly appropriate for a children’s complex because it made the young viewer’s imagination work, and this opened his or her mind to learning.

The idea that children’s cognition is distinguished from that of adults by a more immediate relation to imagination brings us back, once more, to Rousseau’s formulation that “childhood has its own methods of seeing, thinking, and feeling.”
Indeed it suggests a revival of the Romantic envy of children for their supposed direct access to the world of imagination, proximity to nature, and freedom from adult constraints.

The final piece of monumental art I want to look at is located inside the palace, in the concert hall. An internal wall wraps round the auditorium, separating it from the bright, spacious foyer with its vast windows giving onto the parade ground. This interior wall provides two large, well-lit expanses for murals, again by Irina Derviz-Lavrova, Grigorii Derviz, Igor’ Pchel’nikov, E. Ablin, and A. Gubarev. Those on the main wall, visible through the windows from the parade ground, depict Children’s Games and Dances Around the World (figure 16), and those on the shorter, side wall, Pioneer Festivals in the USSR.

Figure 16: Children’s Games and Dances Around the World. Murals on internal foyer wall of Concert Hall. Irina Derviz-Lavrova, Grigorii Derviz, Igor’ Pchel’nikov, E. Ablin, and A. Gubarev. Reprinted from V. Egerev, et al., Moskovskii Dvorets pionerov (Moscow: Stroizdat, 1963), with kind permission from Stroizdat.

The murals raise the issue of “primitivism.” Just as early modernist primitivism must be understood in relation to colonialist discourses, here, too, a postcolonialist critique is required to examine the relation between the revival of modernism, the construction of childhood innocence and of the child as the “primitive” of the emergent new society, and an infantilizing notion of the “noble savage” identified with colonized peoples. Analysis of this nexus must consider it in relation to the geopolitical context of the Soviet Union’s self-appointed global role as mentor of national liberation movements. But this issue, fundamental to
the analysis of Soviet culture in the Cold War, is too large for the present essay and must remain an agenda for future research.

The restricted space of the foyer prevents one from standing back and taking in the whole auditorium wall properly at a glance. Instead, you see it bit by bit as you move around the space, and individual vignettes of children, playing music or dancing, alternate cohere and dissipate. The images are designed for just such a piecemeal process of perception through time and movement. On the shorter side wall, for example, they are concentrated into vertical panels within which the motifs are piled up, with blank areas between. Unlike Stalinist monumental tableaux and the naturalistic easel painting on which they were based, these murals do not presuppose a single, privileged and controlling viewpoint from which the design coheres into an illusion of deep perspectival space. Rather — appropriately to the theme of children’s play and dance — the emphasis is on spontaneity and unconstrained movement. According to the liberal art historians Viktoriia and Valentin Lebedev, their visual function and effect was quite different from that of the exterior murals. Where the external decorations aimed at immediate effect, “the interior ones have no pretensions to strictly organize the wall. Their compositional distribution is quite free [непринужденно], and in a sense this spontaneity [непринужденност’] contrasts with the organized-ness of the architecture and enlivens its strict architectonics.”

To what extent this free, “unconstrained” mode of looking corresponded to any objective peculiarities of childhood cognition is a matter for psychologists. Certainly, a recent popular Russian psychology of children’s development, drawing on the work of Piaget, described children’s perception in terms that would render montage, divergent scale, and episodic compositional principles entirely consistent with children’s peculiar “methods of seeing, thinking and feeling.” According to Maria Osorina, the child’s visual picture of the world is episodic, mosaic-like, and piecemeal, composed of discrete parts with no necessary consistency of scale. In other words, it is rather like a montage composition.

My concern, however, is a matter of cultural history: how, at the height of destalinization, in 1962, reformist artists and art theorists, with the support of the client, the Komsomol, construed the specificity of children’s cognition in such a way as to legitimate a rapprochement with modernism. The characteristics of an appropriate visual environment for children were explicitly defined in regard to another children’s institution for which some of the same artists had painted murals shortly before the Pioneer Palace, in 1961. This was a kindergarten near Tarusa for the Moscow section of the Art Fund.

In the kindergarten murals, Irina Derviz-Lavrova and Grigorii Derviz aimed to facilitate free perception and free movement around the space in order
to give wings to the fantasy of the infant viewers. To this end they rejected the established approach of depicting a unified narrative, for example, illustrating the theme of water with a scene of washing or bathing within a self-contained illusionistic space, framed by the edges of the wall. For, as Viktoriia and Valentin Lebedev explained, the wall would thereby become a kind of abstracted space into which the child viewer would be drawn, and this would involve her being mentally extracted from the collective life and activities going on around her. Instead, Derviz-Lavrova and Derviz took account of the primary function of the three-dimensional space as an environment for children's collective play and interaction, in which they were to develop as social individuals. They depicted a number of separate, symbolic motifs associated with water in a simple, flat manner, wrapping them around the room from one wall to another. A grid of horizontal and vertical stripes united the motifs across the surface of the walls, emphasizing the plane rather than creating an illusion of three dimensions. No fixed perspective dissolved the wall or drew the viewer into a predetermined illusion. As a result, the murals “do not ‘bind’ the viewer to the same degree as an easel painting, which demands the full mobilization of his perception.”

The kindergarten murals, according to the Lebedevs, also expressly avoided the effect of a poster, which compels the viewer’s thoughts toward a set goal. Nor, like the fresco cycles of old masters, did they conduct the viewer’s concentration through an extended narrative by means of strict spatial organization. Instead, the freely disposed motifs were to stimulate the free play of the child’s imagination and associations. One could look at the murals bit by bit, be distracted, then return to them at will. Like a fabric design, they were to be engaging and decorative without being binding. Thus, “this new type of interior mural painting in no way interferes with people’s ordinary, everyday existence. The murals are emphatically flat. They do not deform the architectural environment; they do not ‘break through’ the wall. This also allows a person located in the interior to feel ‘natural.’”

The free, “natural” quality of the kindergarten murals was specifically appropriate to children, according to the Lebedevs. For a montage of details, designed to arouse associative perception and depicted in a simple, flat manner, “involuntarily enriches the child with a complex of observations and ideas. He can get absorbed in looking at the parts, turn away, and return to it again.” As a result, however, the mural had sacrificed a central principle of Stalinist monumental art, as they noted. It had “ceased to be a ‘narrative’ in the traditional sense; it consists, [rather,] of a multitude of individual, externally unconnected pictorial motifs. Clearly, this is how a mural painting in an everyday interior should be.”
The artists applied the approach developed at the kindergarten to the decoration of the concert hall foyer. But, you might object, the kindergarten was for infants, whereas the Pioneer Palace was for children aged seven to fifteen. Surely, if we are talking about specificity, we must distinguish between infancy and childhood? Amidst the overwhelmingly positive response to the palace, precisely this objection was raised at the time. It focused on the issue of narrative—or rather on its lack. Ekaterina Zernova, a prominent monumental painter, questioned, in regard to the decoration of the palace as a whole, whether the artists had got the age group wrong. “If it is for children up to ten years of age—charming. But if for sixteen-year-olds, they need to think about more political themes.” The playful, episodic, emblematic, and decorative treatment was all very well for infants. But for young adolescents more serious, expressly ideological narratives were required.

Zernova’s comment went to the core of how the designers’ approach to the Pioneer Palace’s pedagogical role departed from that of the Stalinist past. As this essay has shown, it was far from unideological. On the contrary, every aspect of the spatial, structural, and pictorial treatment was pervaded with an ideology of childhood and a vision of the future, and, taken together, was designed to contribute to the formation of the generation that would live under communism. But just as Pioneer practice placed increasing emphasis on ritual rather than direct indoctrination, so, too, the artists eschewed overt didacticism, attempting instead, as the Constructivists had done in the 1920s, to catalyze social change through the specific means of visual art and the organization of space and material. Indeed, the most striking thing about the monumental art program is not even its high degree of stylization and primitivism, but what is not there. There are no narrative panneaux telling the history of the Pioneers’ contribution to building communism or defending the country against external and internal foes. Emblems and rituals abound, but didactic narrative painting—the cornerstone of Stalinist painting—is completely absent. Most surprising of all, there is no Pavlik Morozov!
Conclusion

A conception of children’s needs and nature that required the eschewal of any didactic program teetered on the fringe of pedagogical orthodoxy. Rousseau himself was criticized for “wrongly supposing that children under twelve do not possess the capacity for abstract thought” and should therefore learn not from books but directly from nature. To be sure, the innovations of the Pioneer Palace were not achieved without conflict and struggle (although negative responses barely appeared in print). And yet, the exuberant welcome the palace received—not only from modernizers in the art world but also from Khrushchev and the Komsomol press—indicate the extent to which its radical repudiation of Stalinist monumentalism and didacticism corresponded to party modernizers’ vision of childhood and of the future it stood for. Contemporary articulations of the Pioneer Palace rendered the modernist leanings of reformist art professionals ideologically meaningful by reinscribing them in terms of this ideology of childhood as the embodiment of the future. At the same time, the collective art work of the palace embodied a faith, which the artists shared with their client, in the rejuvenation of the socialist project, and in an intimate link between technological and social progress—a faith that would prove short-lived but which was none the less powerful.

The concert hall murals, Zernova noted, expressed adults’ conception of how childhood is different from maturity. “What children need is things which are simple, contemporary, graceful, and convenient,” Komsomol’skaia pravda wrote, and “this is precisely how the Moscow Pioneer Palace looks. It has been built by people who clearly know children well and love them. Working on the project they constantly thought about how children would feel here.” Sceptics who doubted that this simple glass box could really be a palace were told: “come like children...” In this land of futurity, even cynical and ossified adults would find themselves rejuvenated. Aiming to stimulate the child’s imagination rather than to indoctrinate, to encourage spontaneous activity within a purposeful framework, this was child-centered architecture, a design for the future not only with a human face, but with a child’s face.
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